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B £S COMMISSION OF THE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Continue 
Implementation and Administration of California 
Renewables Portfolio Standard Program. 

Rulemaking 11-05-005 
(Filed May 5, 2011) 

NOTIC1 :x PARTE COMMUNICATION 
. " 'IND PARTN" 1 , 

Pursuant to Article 8 of the California Public Utilities Commission ("Commission") 

Rules of Practice and Procedure. Idaho Wind Partners 1. LLC ("Idaho Wind") respectfully 

submits this notice of ex parte communication. 

Representatives of Idaho Wind had five meetings with advisors to Commissioners. The 

first meeting was with Colette Kersten, advisor to Commissioner Sandoval. The meeting began 

at approximately 1 p.m. on November 3, 2011. The second meeting was with Scott Murtishaw, 

advisor to President Peevey at 9 a.m. on November 4, 2011. The third meeting was with 

Rahrmon Momoh, advisor to Commissioner Simon at 10 a.m. on November 4, 2011, The fourth 

meeting was with Sara Kamins. advisor to Commissioner Perron, at 11 a.m. on November 4. 

2011. The final meeting was with Matthew Tisdale. advisor to Commissioner Florio, at 1:30 

p.m. on November 4, 2011. All of the meetings lasted approximately a half hour. 

In each meeting, Idaho Wind was represented by Steve Larson, Principal, California 

Strategies, and Derek Denniston, Managing Director, Alta Power Group. Mr. Denniston 

initiated all of the meetings, which took place at the Commission's offices at 505 Van Ness 

Avenue, San Francisco, CA. All of the communications were oral, except those communications 

with Colette Kersten and Rahmon Momoh who also requested and received copies of Idaho 

Wind's opening comments in R.l 1-05-005. These written materials are attached to this Notice. 
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The purpose of each meeting was to discuss Administrative Law Judge Anne Simon's 

October 7, 2011 proposed decision ("PD") on the portfolio content categories under Senate Bill 2 

(IX). Specifically, Mr. Denniston expressed Idaho Wind's view that 1 rprets section 

399.16(b)(2) of the Senate Bill 2 (IX) incorrectly. Mr. Denniston explained that the PD 

impermissibly currently limits the total number and viability of Renewables Portfolio Standard 

("RPS") resources available to California customers by reducing or eliminating RPS 

transactions that qualify under section 399.16(b)(2). Mr. Denniston also advocated that the PD 

should be revised to correctly interpret sectic >)(2) and enable finning and shaping 

transactions to remain a major source of highly-viable, cost-effective RPS-eligible power. 

As previously noted, the written materials used during the meeting are attached to this 

notice. To request a copy of this notice, please contact Judy Pan at (415) 276-6587. 

Respectfully subni itted, 

is! 
Steven F. Greenwaid 
Mark Fumia 
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP 
Suite 800 
505 Montgomery Street 
San Francisco, €A 941 11-6533 
Tel, (415)276-6500 
Fax. (415) 276-6599 
Email: stevegreenwaldfTdwt.com 

Attorneys for Idaho Wind Partners 1, LLC 
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Steven F. Greenwald 
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B £S COMMISSION OF THE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Continue 
Implementation and Administration of California 
Renewables Portfolio Standard Program. 

Rulemaking 11-05-005 
(Filed May 5, 2011) 

COMMENTS " • ' IND PARr I II , 
s IMPLEMENTING 

PI I III! Ills NT CATI „ i I , l 
I . VABI ,ES i r • I I I I II 

Pursuant to Rule 14.3 of the California Public Utilities Commission ("Commission") 

Rules of Practice and Procedure. Idaho Wind Partners 1. LLC ("Idaho Wind")1 respectfully 

submits these comments on the proposed decision (' implementing portfolio content 

categories for the renewables portfolio standard program. 

Idaho Wind's limited comments will address the rposeful, arbitrary and 

capricious, effective elimination of RPS transactions which the Legislature intended to qualify as 

"[fjirmed and shaped eligible renewable energy resource electricity products providing 

incremental electricity" eligible for compliance in accordance with Section 399.16(b)(2) of 

Seriate Bill 2 (1X) ( )")." As an integral component of the Legislature's overarching 

objective that California retail sellers procure "least-cost and best-fit electricity products from 

eligible renewable energy resources that meet project viability principles,"3 uthorizes 

1 Idaho Wind is concurrent! 1 •. • otion to BecomeI . jthii l • M. ' 
" Unless otherwise noted, a are to the Public 1 Cod i n SB 2 (IX). 
' Section 399.16(b). 
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satisfaction of Renewables Portfolio Standard ("RPS") purchase requirements with up to 51) 

percent of qualifying Section 399.16(b)(2) firmed and shaped transactions.4 

The ALJ PD wrongfully construes this explicit statutory language in a manner which 

substantially reduces, and potentially eliminates, RPS transactions which would qualify under 

Section 399.16(b)(2). The misguided restriction on the RPS transactions which the 

Legislature intended to be eligible for Section 399.16(b)(2) status will significantly limit the total 

number and viability of RPS resources available and thus inevitably increase prices for 

California customers. 

The . JO fails to achieve the Commission's stated objectives in this Rulemaking: 

(i) "RPS market certainty;'" (ii) "avoiding] creating unnecessary transaction costs;" and (iii) the 

establishment of a "clear delineation" among the Section 399.16(b) RPS portfolio content 

categories.'' As will be explained, the "three commercial elements"6 that the ulaterally 

injects into the legislative requirements for Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions (the "Three 

Commercial Elements") are internally inconsistent, will necessarily increase transaction and 

administrative costs, and will engender ongoing confusion and uncertainty inhibiting 

development of eligible renewable energy resources. 

As a matter of California law and sound energy policy, the AI J lust be revised to 

advance the I egislative intent, adhere to the statutory language, and enable finning and shaping 

transactions to remain a major source of highly-viable, cost-effective RPS-eligible power. 

" Sections 399,16(c)( 1 )(2), Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions mav fulfill 50 Demerit of RPS ourchases for compliance 
periods th • • 1 11 • 13; the maximum amount of these transact i . • .• ods through 
2J" * * ,, , , ' , ' 125 percent f - m < .• > • - th 2017. 

1 - , . - , • Comments 01 1 , •Jtent Categories 
ft •. ("Ruling Rei ly 12,2011). 
6 I I 11 "i a (in i i VL3 PIXs Ore • I i . 1 i . ;t forth in Section 11(C), 
infra, at 9. 
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I. , 1,1 ."II ! . EWABLE Eb" I . I I ""£8 

Idaho Wind developed, owns and is currently operating 11 wind power generation 

facilities in Idaho (collectively the "Projects"),' The Projects thus qualify as "eligible renewable 

energy resources located within the WECC transmission network service area."8 The Projects 

have total installed generation capacity of 183 megawatts. Idaho Wind began development of 

the Projects in 2005. Each of the Projects completed construction and achieved commercial 

operation between late 2010 and the first part of 2011. The Projects thus indisputably satisfy a 

primary objective id this Commission - that the California retail sellers execute a 

power purchase agreement with "viable" eligible renewable energy resources.9 

Each of the Projects has executed a power purchase agreement with Idaho Power 

Company ("Idaho Power") to sell its electric generation. Idaho Wind intends to sell the 

"Environmental Attributes" associated with the Projects' generation to a California retail seller. 

Importantly, each power purchase agreement with Idaho Power provides that Idaho Wind retains 

all Environmental Attributes, specifically including the "Renewable Energy Credits" ("RECs") 

associated with the generation of power by the wind facilities.10 Idaho Wind intends to structure 

its sales of Environmental Attributes through transactions which California market participants 

have recognized and relied upon as being "firmed and shaped transactions" and which should 

thus continue to qualify under the Commission's rules implementing Section 399.16(b)(2). 

' The owners i ,• . Wind are comprised of affiliates of the ' . Electric Company, Atlantic Power 
Corporation, E . I evelopmenl Group LLC, and Reunion I LC. 
" Section 399.. 
y Section 399. 
10 See e.g., Fin Agreement Between Idaho Power Company arid Yahoo Creek Wind Park, LLC, 
Section 8.11 

Idaho Pov 
include, h 
tradable n 
Facility. 

aim to cn 
to, < • 

atcs 11 i 

tribu ^tributes 
RECs) and 
oni the Seller's 

3 
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Idaho Wind believes that the firmed and shaped transactions it has presented to California 

retail sellers offers them a unique opportunity to purchase reliable, competitively-priced 

Environmental Attributes and to avoid the project development, financing and other timing risks 

and uncertainties often associated with RP5 development projects. Idaho Wind further believes 

that the Legislature in drafting Section 399.16(b)(2) had no intent to restrict the scope of firmed 

and shaped transactions that a retail seller could select to satisfy a significant portion of its RPS 

p u rchas e ob I i gati on. 

II. : EALJ , i I 'It I , " 1,1! 1 399.16(b)(2) 
i 1 , , " I '! EF1 1,1 

SEC I 1 . „ e 1 III! 1 S, 1 i , "ItNT, 
AND UNCERTAIN 

Section 399.16(b)(2) sets forth the specific and limited requirements for a transaction to 

qualify for RPS-eligibility: 

Firmed and shaped eligible renewable energy resource electricity 
products providing incremental energy and scheduled into a 
California balancing authority. 

It need be reiterated that the Legislature intends for California retail sellers to satisfy up 

to 50 percent of their respective RPS purchase obligations with Section 399.16(b)(2) 

transactions.11 The requirements specified by the I egislatuxe for a "firmed and shaped" 

transaction are simply that the transaction (a) be with an "eligible renewable energy resource 

electricity product;" (if) provide "incremental energy;" and (hi) be "scheduled into a California 

balancing authority." 

In delineating the criteria for electric transactions to qualify for Section 399.16(b)(2) 

status, the Commission is obligated to adhere to this legislative mandate. It acts in an unlawful 

11 See footnote 4, supra. 

4 
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and ultravires manner when it unilaterally imposes requirements beyond those set forth in the 

statute. 

A. The AI .J PD Wrongfully Construes a Legislative Intent to Unduly "Narrow 
the Range" of Section 399.16(b)(2) Transactions 

In Section 399.11(b), the Legislature directed that California retail sellers satisfy their 

RPS purchase obligations "through the procurement of various electricity products from eligible 

renewable energy resources." and with the intent to provide "unique benefits to California."12 

The limited requirements for a Section 399.16(b)(2) transaction are consistent with the 

Legislatures, intent that firmed and shaped transactions represent a major supply source (up to 50 

percent) for the California RPS market. 

Inexplicably, the A has determined that, despite explicit language to the contrary, 

the Legislature nonetheless intends that the Commission restrict the "scope" of what qualifies for 

Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions: 

It is reasonable to interpret this more prescriptive statutory scope 
as narrowing the range of transactions that would meet the criteria 
of [Section] 399,16(b)(2),13 

This interpretation is neither "reasonable" nor lawful. If adopted, it would represent a 

unilateral policy decision by this Commission and directly undermine the clear legislative intent 

that Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions continue to play a significant role in California retail 

sellers achieving RPS compliance through a balanced portfolio of "various electricity products." 

The language in Section 399.16(b)(2) should be construed as expressing the Legislature's intent 

to continue to allow market participants to develop firmed and shaped transactions which best 

meet the commercial needs of RPS developers, financing parties and California retail sellers. 

Section 399.11(b) (emphasis added). 
" ALJ PD at 39 (emphasis added). 

5 
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The Commission's decision in D.l 1-01-025 in January 2011 (the "TREC Decision") was 

issued prior to the enactme eclassified" several categories of transactions 

involving out-of-state RPS generation (including firmed and shaped transactions) that had 

previously qualified as "bundled" RPS-eligible transactions, into "unbundled" or "TREC" 

transactions. The TREC Decision directed that such "reclassified" RPS transactions (including 

firmed and shaped transactions) were subject to a 25 percent procurement limitation,14 

Importantly, firmed and shaped transactions were lumped into the same residual "catch-all" 

category for RPS imports as any unbundled REC, 

The , is to recognize that in Section 399.16(b) the Legislature rejected the 

Commission's decision in the TREC Decision to minimize the RPS contribution of firmed and 

shaped transactions. In particular, Section 399.16(b): (i) clearly distinguishes firmed and shaped 

transactions from "unbundled" REC transactions; (ii) provides in subclause (2), a separate and 

higher priority for firmed and shaped transactions; and (iii) authorizes California retail sellers to 

satisfy up to 50 percent of their total RPS procurement obligations through such transactions. 

Thus, contrary to the AI. J PD's reasoning, the Legislature's decision to allocate specific 

percentage portions of the RPS market among "[vjarious [RPS] electricity products" does not 

suggest any intent to "narrow the range" of commercial transactions which qualify under either 

Sections 399.16(b)(1), (2), or (3). Fundamental rules of statutory construction instruct that if the 

Legislature had intended to so "narrow the range" of commercial transactions qualifying tinder 

any of Sections 399.16(b)(l)(2)or (3), it would have expressly stated such limitations in the 

legislation.'5 

1-4 See D.l 1-01-025 > • • •- ' >11, 14 (Ordering Paragraph Nos, 6-7 and 17). 
14 The AI J PD reo 1 1 • of statutory construction in accepting the following argument made by 
Southern Californi 

6 
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The , hieves its stated (but unlawful) objective of narrowing the scope of 

Section 399.16(b)(2) by injecting the Three Commercial Elements into the requirements of a 

firmed and shaped transaction. If adopted, the AI J PD would most certainly "narrow" the scope 

of Section 399,16(b)(2) to the point of near extinction. However, the . objective to so 

restrict Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions is unlawful, contravenes express statutory language, 

and will harm California electric consumers. 

T unlawful insertion of the Three Commercial Elements into Section 

399.16(b)(2) cannot be justified either lawfully or economically as a means to reduce prices for 

California electric consumers. The A appears to purposely restrict the scope of Section 

399.16(b)(1) and (2) transactions with the perspective that ratepayers will benefit if the supply of 

these presumably higher-priced RPS products is reduced. This logic is flawed from both legal 

and economic perspectives. Restricting supply, particularly when concurrently increasing 

demand, inevitably leads to higher prices for electric customers. Idaho Wind believes that it can 

supply cost-competitive RPS products to California retail sellers. In any event, the Commission 

will best enhance the ability of the California retail sellers to procure the most cost-competitive 

RPS products by allowing the broadest array of RPS products to compete on their respective 

merits and by rejecting the AI arbitrary restriction of the scope of qualifying RPS 

transactions. 

This Commission should refrain from micro-managing development of RPS generation 

and not impose arbitrary prescriptive requirements. Rather, it should allow the market for firmed 

and shaped products to continue to operate in a manner which best meets the commercial needs 

of the market participants. If a retail seller requests that the Commission approve a firmed and 

St r i ' i ;at a requ , M as si 1 , : as a five- , . e H i . - the substitute • • • 
c , . ot simph " - " in t< , ute; if th> 11 1 _ i , • „ ,, 1 to have such i > :le 

.t would 1...,. _ .....udec ... . .P.. PD at 42. 

'7 
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shaped transaction which the Commission believe contravenes Section 399.16(b)(2), the 

Commission retains the ultimate authority to deny the request on the basis that the particular 

transaction is not in the best interests of California electric customers. However, it serves no 

purpose for the Commission to adopt the which would essentially write Section 

399.16(b)(2) transactions out of the statute, and effectively reinstate the RPS product categories 

proposed in the TREC Decision. 

B. The ALJ I'D Should I imit the Statutory Requirements for a Section 
399.16(b)(2) Transaction to the Requirements Expressly Stated in the Statute 

T ssment of Section 399.16(b)(2) firmed and shaped transactions first 

acknowledges three "fundamental criteria" are necessary to ensure that any qualifying 

transaction be both "reasonably transparent and commercially reasonable."16 Foremost, "firmed 

and shaped transactions should be seen as fundamentally providing substitute energy in the same 

quantity as the contracted-for RPS-eligible generation."1; Second, energy from a qualifying 

Section 399.16(b)(2) transaction must be scheduled into a California balancing authority "in a 

manner that meets the timing and quantity requirements of the retail seller."18 Third, "[a]s a 

practical matter, the original RPS-eligible generation is consumed elsewhere,"19 

This statement of the requirements for Section 399.16(b)(2) status are consistent with the 

legislative mandate. Moreover, these criteria retain for market participants substantial flexibility 

to best develop "firming and shaping" transactions in a manner which best serves the commercial 

needs of both the purchasing utility and the KPS-generator. Preserving this commercial 

flexibility is critical for both RPS developers and retail sellers to continue to execute least-cost, 

best-fit transactions for the ultimate benefit of California's electric customers. 

16 ALJ PD at 39-40, 
n Id. 
If> Id. (emphasis added). 
19 Id. (emphasis added). 
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C. Imposition of the Three Commercial Elements Negates the Possibility of any 
Commercially Viable Firmed and Shaped Transactions 

Unfortunately, despite recognizing the above three "fundamental criteria," with no further 

explanation or justification, the A1 decrees by administrative fiat that any qualifying finned 

and shaped transaction must additionally contain the following Three Commercial Elements,"0 

1. the buyer simultaneously purchases energy and associated renewable 
energy certificates (RECs) from the RPS-eligible generation facility;21 

2. the energy purchased from the RPS-eligible generation facility is available 
to the buyer (i.e., the purchased energy must not in practice be already 
committed to consumption by another party); 

3. the buyer acquires the substitute energy at the same time as it acquires the 
renewables portfolio standard-eligible energy. 

These Three Commercial Elements are not intended to and do not clarify the three 

"fundamental criteria."22 Rather, they unlawfully add new, vague and internally inconsistent 

requirements which contravene, and are beyond the scope of the specific and limited criteria 

established in the statute for Section 399.16(b)(2) eligibility. Although promoted as 

"commercial elements," th fails to explain how any actual real-world commercially 

viable transaction can satisfy these unjustified supplemental requirements. 

Foremost, requiring satisfaction of the Three Commercial Elements would make 

compliance with the three fundamental criteria almost impossible. A plain reading of the 

statutory requirements under Section 399.16(b)(2) would allow an RPS seller to engage in a 

Section 399.16(b)(2) transaction to (i) schedule "substitute energy" "into a California balancing 

" ALJ PD at 63-64 (Ordering Paragraph 
Ordering Paragraph No. 2 describes If 

text of the ALJ PD would add to this req 
"selling th ' " " 
intends tin 
Commissi 
conform tl 
" See See , 

d element as stated above. ALJ PD at 63. However, the 
i ' simultaneous purehan •• 
pare ALJ PD at 40. Thesi - n 
set forth iri Ordering Parag.,iri. 
no vhich it should not), ii 

i • " • fusions of Law and O 

out the buyer 
ne that the AI I PD 

.11 events, if the 
ALJ PD to 
i. 
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authority;"" and (ii) as a "practical matter" have the purchased energy "consumed elsewhere." In 

contrast, the second Commercial Element arbitrarily requires that the "purchased energy must 

not in practice be already committed to consumption by another party." 

However, contrary to the A! J PD, if the physical power is to be "consumed elsewhere," 

then there necessarily must be a transaction where the purchased energy is "committed to 

consumption by another party." This second Commercial Element would thus per se disqualify 

any such transaction from Section 399.16(b)(2) status and accordingly foreclose the opportunity 

for most, if not all, firmed and shaped transactions to engage in a qualifying transaction. 

The first Commercial Element is similarly objectionable, unduly restricting the scope of 

possible firmed and shaped transactions which market participants have historically found 

commercially reasonable and beneficial to electric customers. Consistent with prior RPS rules, 

firmed and shaped transactions have often been structured with an initial simultaneous sale of the 

physical energy and the associated Environmental Attributes as contemplated by the first 

Commercial Element. However, the . eitrarily imposes on this recognized requirement 

for a "simultaneous sale," the additional requirement that the initial "buyer" must be the ultimate 

California retail seller. 

Contrary to this additional restriction, the commercial viability, cost competiveness, and 

customer benefits associated with a firmed and shaped transaction are not dependent whatsoever 

on the identity of the counter-party to the required "simultaneous sale." Maintenance of the 

simultaneous sale requirement does not require restricting the buyer to the California retail seller. 

As demonstrated above, it is inappropriate and unlawful for this Commission to construe 

Section 399.16 as a legislative mandate to "narrow the range" of firmed and shaped transactions 

which should qualify for Section 399.16(b)(2) status. Thus, the Commission should delete the 

10 
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first Commercial Element as it is arbitrary and benefits no market constituency. Alternatively, if 

the Commission were to retain the first Commercial Element, it should delete the reference to the 

"buyer" in order to preserve the current commercial structures that market participants have 

found commercially reasonable and beneficial to electric customers. 

Retention of the Three Commercial Elements W ould Undermine the Three 
Fundamental Criteria and Will Prejudicially Inhibit Development of RPS 
Power Throughout the WECC 

As explained above/3 the Ruling Requesting Comments urged that respondents structure 

comments with the objective to enable this Commission to implement in a manner 

which promotes fairness, efficiency, transparency, ease of verification, market certainty, 

avoidance of unnecessary transaction costs and clear delineation among the procurement 

categories, including the delineation of "firmed and shaped" products providing "incremental 

power" under Section 399.16(b)(2). 

T unlawful insertion of the Three Commercial Elements, in contrast, 

engenders the very market uncertainly which this Commission is striving to eliminate. These 

uncertainties relating to the qualifications for out-of-state RPS generators to engage in Section 

399.16(b)(2) firmed and shaped transactions (assuming any can possibly satisfy the Three 

Commercial Elements) will further serve to "chill" the development of out-of-state renewable 

generation projects which are essential for California to fulfill the 33 percent RPS targets by 

2020 with least-cost, best-fit transactions. 

RPS developers and their financing parties cannot as a practical matter invest years of 

project development and hundreds of millions of dollars, and remain subject to the risk that the 

RPS output may not qualify as a Section 399.16(b)(2) transaction. This chilling impact will 

See discussion of Ruling Requesting Comments supra, at 2. 
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reduce HPS generation available to California - undermining California policies to promote RP5 

power in the region and increasing prices for all RPS products, 

III. INALI -EVENTS, IPLES OF 
399.16(b)(2) 

STATUS 

The A! j PD's insertion of the Three Commercial Elements into Section 399.16(b)(2) 

will accomplish its stated (but unlawful) intent of "narrowing the range" of qualifying firmed and 

shaped transactions. 

The Commission should therefore eliminate the Three Commercial Elements, However, 

if the Commission decides to retain any one or all of the Three Commercial Elements, it must 

provide market participants with multiple detailed examples of commercially viable structures 

that fully comply with the Three Commercial Elements, Idaho Wind is not aware of any 

structure for firmed and shaped transactions recognized by market participants and funded by 

financing parties that would have the requisite certainty of satisfying the Three Commercial 

Elements.24 

Absent the Commission providing clear examples involving all the component parts of a 

"qualifying" firmed and shaped transaction, it is highly unlikely that any will proceed. The 

current recitation of ambiguous, abstract and commercially unrelated "elements" fails to provide 

market participants the necessary precision and certainty upon which to structure transactions 

qualifying for Section 399.16(b)(2) status.25 For example, the intended meaning of "substitute 

A It is also likely that ii > > • 1 of a .... *. . lapecl tra . ch 
could satisfy the suppo > < >. r ,> on v .< _• e that no / 
viable, cost effective, a - .. , .. ,„e e u. „> 11 11 • > these • • 

For instance in the pi > • 1 »uidc r" .rovit • e • • unambiguous, and complete 
descriptions of the firm - .0 1 1 - s the • • . e the - - RPS "de" 1 • " 
requirements forout-of- U ... e_,._ B 2 f.... ,.a„ vie "c - • , '.'..jirement. 1...er. for 
purposes of pr > 1 • narket the lies - 1 " > .. • m n • • ild 
describe to the ,,1 . . ->f detail as tin 1 • . - . • . 1 « n 1 < < • ,iu . 
eligible Seetio ,.„„2) transactions. 
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energy" and "purchased energy" are critical to enable a developer to incorporate the Three 

Commercial Elements into an actual commercial transaction; yet they are each undefined and 

appear to be used inconsistently. 

The exigencies of power plant development (evidenced by the unacceptably low 

"success" rate for RPS projects) mandate that the Commission provide clear examples of Section 

399.16(b)(2) firmed and shaped transactions containing the Three Commercial Elements. The 

regulatory uncertainty created by the AI J PD will inhibit the development of renewable projects. 

thereby disrupting California's ambitious RPS goals, reducing reliability, and increasing costs. 

IV. TP! Ill , 1 , • Ill i I I" i FACT" DENY ill 
II I! PRO J' , "< • II • til " 

I , IARKET 

If adopted by this Commission, the AI J PD will "after-the-fact" deny Idaho Wind the 

ability to sell its Environmental Attributes to a California retail buyer as a Section 399.16(b)(2) 

transaction. Transactions that were structured prior to the December 2011 effect! v« 2 

(IX) among market participants and which meet all then applicable requirements for firmed and 

shaped transactions should not be now per .ve disqualified through the imposition of the Three 

Commercial Elements. 

If the Commission decides that it must reject the scope and substance of firmed and 

shaped transactions that the market has historically recognized and instead administratively 

dictate new restrictions on the commercial terms for such transactions, it should for purposes of 

regulatory certainty and ratepayer benefit, allow for a meaningful transition period. As 

demonstrated by the chronology of the Idaho Wind facilities, RPS projects require at least 4 to 5 

years, and often longer, to achieve commercial operation. Critical and irrevocable procurement 

and investment decisions must be made at an early stage for projects to obtain financing and 

13 
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reach timely completion. The Commission furthers no purpose by effectively punishing projects 

such as Idaho Wind which complied with all then applicable rules and regulations, 

Accordingly, to the extent that the Commission were to retain any of the Three 

Commercial Elements, it should also allow that any renewable energy projects that were 

developed to engage in finned and shaped transactions with California retail sellers and which 

achieved commercial operation prior to the effective dc noiild remain eligible for 

Section 399.16(b)(2) status, and be exempt (grandfathered) from the requirements to comply 

with any new eligibility requirements that the ALJ PD proposes, including any of the Three 

Com mere i al E lements. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Idaho Wind Partners 1, tectfully requests that the Commission revi.se the AI J 

PD in the following manner: 

1. Construe the requirements for a Section 399.16(b)(2) firmed and shape 
transaction to be consistent with, and. limited, to, the requirements set forth 
in the statutory language and with the "fundamental criteria" set forth in 
the carry over paragraph on page 39 of the AI. J PD; 

2. Delete the Three Commercial Elements from page 40 of the AI J PD and 
from the corresponding legal conclusions and ordering paragraphs; 

3. To the extent that the Commission were to retain any of the Three 
Commercial Elements: (a) delete Commercial Element number 1, or revise 
it to delete the reference to "buyer;" (b) delete Commercial Element 
number 2; (c) correct the inconsistencies identified herein; (d) define the 
utilized, terms; and. (e) provide clear, realistic and complete examples of 
eligible Section 399.16(b)(2) transactions that satisfy the Three 
Commercial Elements; and 

III 

III 
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4. To the extent that the Commission were to retain any of the Three 
Commercial Elements, provide for "grandfathering" of renewable energy 
projects that were developed and structured to engage in firmed and 
shaped transactions with California retail sellers and which achieved 
commercial operation prior to the effective date 

Respectfully siibntitted, 

/ s/ 
Derek Denniston 
Alta Pov up, LI C 
Tel. (415) 786-3773 
Fax, (415)366-1400 
Emaili Derek@AltaPowerGroup.com 

Steven F. Greenwald 
Mark Finula 
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP 
Suite 800 
505 Montgomery Street 
San Francisco, CA 941 1 1-6533 
Tel (415) 2.76-6500 
Fax. (415)276-6599 
Email: stevegreenwald@dwt.com 

Advisor to Idaho Wind Partners 1, LLC Attorneys for Idaho Wind Partners 1, LLC 

Dated: October 27, 2011 
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Appendix A 
Proposed Revisions to Proposed Decision 

Text 

• The following text on page 39 should be deleted in its entirety: 

provides both more precise requirements in new § 399.16(b) and 
stricter usage limitations in new § 399.16(c) that those used in the implementation 

; reasonable to interpret this more prescriptive statutory scope as 
narrowing the range of transactions that would meet the criteria of § 399.16(b)(2). 

• The following text on page 40 should be deleted in its entirety: 

From the perspective of an RPS procurement transaction, this general 
characterization of a finned and shaped transaction necessitates 
three commercial elements: 

1. the buyer's simultaneous purchase of energy and associated RECs from 
the RPS-eligible generation facility without selling the energy back to the 
generation; 

2. the availability of the purchased energy to the buyer (i.e., the purchased 
energy must not in practice be already committed to consumption by 
another party); 

3. the acquisition of the substitute energy at the same time as acquisition of 
the RPS-eligible energy, or at least prior to submission of the contract for 
the firmed and shaped transaction for Commission approval. 

Conclusions of Law 

• Conclusions of Law No. 16 should be revised to state: 

Procurement from contracts signed on or after June 1, 2010 may be counted in the 
portfolio content category described in Pub. Util. Code § 399.16(b)(2), as 
effective December 10, 2011, if the generation facility from which the electricity 
is procured is certified as eligible for the California RPS and the generation from 
that facility is firmed and shaped with substitute electricity scheduled into a 
California balancing authority within the same calendar year as the generation 
from the facility eligible for the California RPS, and if the substitute electricity 
provides incremental electricity, i£the feH@wi»g-eoii<litions arc met; m long-as tfao 
mnrm/oklo onorrru- mirm/"! •« f c< /\ t-i tx t n o I I v nccAoii-itad tmifli tlx >-» oft rwtirf ? K m i r <r* n r\f 1-\ nn-n-t rcf icrrnxtrrc-VTFCI ̂ y ctx-ut 11c> *.71 t 111 it 11y .Jrs\Jtoiaito-vi w~rttt CTTV CTVtoti ivt ty rrarw «.i\j i 

iiii Ltnd 1 cci unci t rn *1'vf^crrc d to cnotticr o\vTiCr o.riCi »<{1 other |^roc11rc*• icnt 
feq m » }*Q [y* Q f)) f rx r* m zA IVY p 1 » o tv Q m I til ttlC C ill ! f O [*'1 j 11 FvlPiSi IITC iCli.SO .TiCt' 
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genets ;i~un 

4he-fe«yei^4Te774he-pttf6tesed-6fiefgy-4WBt-ft©t4H-pf l»ady 
50»!W44t©€ft€Mr«m«^^ 

%> +U 

i)i^c chctbk 

Ordering Paragraphs 

• Ordering Paragraph No. 2 should be revised to state: 

A retail seller claiming that procurement for compliance with the California 
renewables portfolio standard from a contract signed on or after Junel, 2010 
counts in the portfolio content category described in Pub. UtiL Code§ 
399.16(b)(2), as effective December 10, 2011, must provide information to the 
Director of Energy Division sufficient to demonstrate that the generation ffom 
that facility is firmed and shaped with substitute electricity scheduled into a 
California balancing authority within the same calendar year as the generation 
from the facility eligible for the California renewables portfolio standard, and that 
the substitute electricity provides incremental electricity, > following 
conditions sire meti 

* thc biiycr i'<*nii>?tcncot»'•!y peeytheses cncrnry erici essccisitccf rcncw ehIc 
cnerey certificate:'; (REC^frorn the R.PS clieiblc yeneretbyi facility 

-the-energy-pw6hase44f©m-the RPS-eligiklo-geneFafien4aeility-4s-a¥£ 

-eommftted-te-eeftswnptien-hy-anethef^pa 

the beycr c c c| v >»rcs the sctbstitvitc energy sit the ssirric 11mc es it cccj i«<r( 
,T.w okloc r>> \»*f iV\l I r\ cdnn wl o rv"I >•» 1 i cr-ikl o r*r\ ,\*~rx \ / 
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VERIFICATION 

I am the attorney for the Idaho Wind Partners 1, LLC, £ we been authorized to 

make this verification on the behalf of Idaho Wind Partners 1, LLC, Said party is located outside 

of the County of San Francisco, where 1 have my office, and I make this verification for said 

party for that reason. 

I have read the foregoing document and based on information and belief, believe the 

matters in the application to be true. 

1 declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tine and correct and executed on 

October 27, 2011, at San Francisco, California. 

/s/ 
Steven F. Greenwald 
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